S1140 SMITH CIVIL WAR LETTERS COLLECTION, 1859-1863
1 BOX, 16 FOLDERS, 1 DVD

This collection is available at The State Historical Society of Missouri. If you would like more information, please contact us at shs.research@umsystem.edu.

Kim Destefano of Chesterfield, Missouri donated the Smith Civil War Letters on August 1, 2014.

The letters consist of reproductions of correspondence from Lieutenant H.H. Smith to his father during the Civil War. Smith served in the Union army. His service record included enlistment stints in the 17th Regiment Indiana Volunteers and the 49th Indiana Regiment.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

The collection contains reproductions of correspondence written during the Civil War era and a DVD that contains digitized versions of the documents.

FOLDER LIST

1. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, May 12, 1859 (DVD of letters in folder)
2. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, June, 2, 1861
3. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, July 24, 1861
4. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, December 19, 1861
5. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, December 24, 1861
6. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, January 1862
7. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, January 26, 1862
8. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, February 16, 1862
9. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, February 18, 1862
10. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, April 2, 1862
11. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, April 16, 1862
12. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, June 27, 1862
13. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, January 27, 1863
14. Envelope From, July 9, 1863
15. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, September 23, 1863
16. Correspondence between Lieutenant Smith and his Father, September 20, [Year Unreadable]